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Abstract

Non-linear partial differential equations based on the Reissner–Mindlin plate theory are derived for large
amplitude vibration of a hybrid composite plate in a general state of non-uniform initial stress. The
equations include the effects of transverse shear and rotary inertia. Using these derived governing
equations, the large amplitude vibration of an initially stressed hybrid composite plate is studied. The initial
stress is taken to be a combination of pure bending stress and a uniform normal stress in the plane of the
plate. The Galerkin method is used to reduce the governing non-linear partial differential equations to
ordinary non-linear differential equations and the Runge–Kutta method is used to obtain the non-linear
frequencies. The linear frequency can be obtained by neglecting the non-linear terms in ordinary non-linear
differential equations. The non-linear vibration frequencies are sensitive to the vibration amplitude, elastic
modulus, laminate stacking sequence and state of initial stresses. The effects of various parameters on the
large amplitude free vibrations are presented.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Composite materials have been used successfully in many engineering applications. However,
the non-linear vibration of composite materials is still a major concern to engineers and it is
necessary to understand the topic more. The non-linear vibration analysis of von Karman’s
equations for laminated plate was presented by Chandra [1] and Chandra and Raju [2]. They
presented the non-linear free vibration behavior of an unsymmetrically stacked angle- and cross-
ply laminated plates using Berger’s assumption and perturbation method. Berger’s assumption
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had been employed to study the large amplitude vibration of thick plates [3]. It was found that the
transverse shear and rotary inertia play considerably important roles [4]. Reddy and Chao [5] and
Reddy et al. [6] applied finite element method to the non-linear vibration theory that includes
transverse shear strains, and studied the rectangular plates of angle- and cross-ply. The large
amplitude free vibration of generally laminated anisotropic plates was studied by Sivakumaran
and Chia [7]. A direct numerical integration method with harmonic oscillations assumption was
applied to study the large amplitude vibration behaviour of cross-ply plate [8,9].

Rao and Pillai [10] and Rao [11] presented an equation of motion for the non-linear effects that
have long been recognized as an important role in the vibration analysis of many thin structures.
Argyris et al. [12] used the natural mode method for finite element analysis of composite structure.
The large amplitude vibration of composite plates is investigated. Sinfh [13] presented the non-
linear vibration of laminated plates using the Ralyleigh–Ritz method. The influences of the large
amplitude and the geometry on the natural frequency are examined. Mackerle presents a
bibliography of references on finite element method applied to the analysis of non-linear problems
[14,15]. All these previous studies considered only plates of one material. Few studies have yet
been undertaken on the non-linear vibration of hybrid composite. However, hybrid composite is a
quite important material. Pure metal material can be replaced by it to save weight. Hybrid
composite such as fiber reinforced polymer covered by metal can also enhance wear resistance and
it was applied to rocket launcher successfully. The non-linear vibration of laminated hybrid
composite plates was studied by Lee and Kim [16]. In his work, the effects of laminate stacking
sequences, aspect ratios and number of layers on the non-linear vibration were investigated.

Non-linear vibration of plates under various initial stresses often happens in engineering
applications. Brunelle and Robertson [17,18] studied the effects of arbitrary initial stress vibration
problems using the average stress method and the variation method. Based on various plate
theories, the effects of an arbitrary state of initial stress on large amplitude vibration problems of
isotropic plate were studied [19–22]. Grawford and Atluri [23] analyzed the non-linear vibration of
plates with initial stress. Cheung et al. [24] used the finite strip method to analyze non-linear
vibration of plates with initial stresses. Yamaki and Chiba [25] and Yamaki et al. [26] presented
the analysis and experiment for non-linear vibration of a clamped plate with initial deflection. The
large amplitude vibration analysis of hybrid composite plates in an arbitrary state of initial stress
is sparse. In the present study, non-linear vibration of laminated hybrid composite plates in an
arbitrary state of initial stress is investigated. The effects of transverse shear strain and rotary
inertia were both included in governing equations. The governing equations are derived by the
average stress method on the basis of Von Karman assumptions. The Galerkin’s approximate
method is applied to the governing partial differential equations to generate five ordinary
differential equations. The ordinary differential equations are solved by the Runge–Kutta
method. The effects of initial condition, stacked types and vibration amplitude on frequency ratio
are studied.

2. Perturbed equations

A body, which is in static equilibrium and subjected to a time-varying incremental deformation
is considered with a non-uniform initial stress. The methodology described by Bolotin [27] and
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Chen et al. [21] was employed, in which the governing equations were derived in Cartesian
rectangular co-ordinates using a perturbing technique. The governing equations in the same form
as Eqs. (1) and (2) of Ref. [17] are as follows:

ðsij %us;jÞ;i þ ½ %sijðdij þ us;j þ %us;jÞ�;i þ %Fs þ DFs ¼ r.%us; ð1Þ

%Ps þ DPs ¼ ½sij %us;j þ %sijðdjs þ us;j þ %us;jÞ�ni; ð2Þ

where sij ; %sij ; %Fs and %Ps are the initial stress, perturbing stress, body force and applied surface
traction, respectively. The us and %us represent the initial displacement and the incremental
displacement, respectively. The terms DPs and DFs represent the changes of the initial surface
traction and body force due to the perturbation. The ni are the components of the unit normal
given with respect to the spatial frame. It is assumed that the initial displacement gradients are so
small that the product %sijus;j can be neglected. For the plate theory of large deflection the von
Karman’s assumptions are employed. Therefore, the perturbed displacement gradients are also so
small that the terms %sij %us;j may be dropped out except for %six %uz;x and %siy %uz;y: In order to give clarity
to the integration procedure, Eq. (1) is written up as follows:

@ðsij@ %ux=@xjÞ=@xi þ @ %six=@xi þ %Fx þ DFx ¼ r.%ux; ð3Þ

@ðsij@ %uy=@xjÞ=@xi þ @ %siy=@xi þ %Fy þ DFy ¼ r.%uy; ð4Þ

@ðsij@ %uz=@xjÞ=@xi þ @ %siz=@xi þ @ð %six %uz;xÞ=@xi þ @ð %siy %uz;yÞ=@xi þ %Fz þ DFz ¼ r.%uz: ð5Þ

3. Governing equations

The constitutive relations for each layer with respect to the laminate co-ordinate axes are
given by

%sxx

%syy

%szz

%syz

%szx

%sxy

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
¼

C11 C12 C13 0 0 C16

C12 C22 C23 0 0 C26

C13 C23 C33 0 0 C36

0 0 0 C44 C45 0

0 0 0 C45 C55 0

C16 C26 C36 0 0 C66

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

%exx

%eyy

%ezz

%eyz

%ezx

%exy

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
: ð6Þ

The displacements of Reissner–Mindlin theory are assumed to be the following forms:

%uxðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ uxðx; y; tÞ þ zjxðx; y; tÞ; ð7Þ

%uyðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ uyðx; y; tÞ þ zjyðx; y; tÞ; ð8Þ

%uzðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ wðx; y; tÞ: ð9Þ

The von Karman’s assumptions are employed. In the strain and displacement relations,
the retained non-linear terms are that which depend on %uz;x and %uz;y: The other non-linear terms
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are neglected

%exx ¼ %ux;x þ 1
2 %u

2
z;x;

%eyy ¼ %uy;y þ 1
2 %u

2
z;y;

%ezz ¼ %uz;z;

%eyz ¼ %uy;z þ %uz;y;

%ezx ¼ %uz;x þ %ux;z;

%exy ¼ %ux;y þ %uy;x þ %uz;x %uz;y: ð10Þ

Substituting Eqs. (7)–(10) into the constitutive relations equations (6), the stress–displacement
relations are as follows:

%sxx ¼C11ðux;x þ zjx;x þ w2
;x=2Þ þ C12ðuy;y þ zjy;y þ w2

;y=2Þ

þ C16ðux;y þ zjx;y þ uy;x þ zjy;x þ w;xw;yÞ; ð11Þ

%syy ¼C12ðux;x þ zjx;x þ w2
;x=2Þ þ C22ðuy;y þ zjy;y þ w2

;y=2Þ

þ C26ðux;y þ zjx;y þ uy;x þ zjy;x þ w;xw;yÞ; ð12Þ

%sxy ¼C66ðux;y þ zjx;y þ uy;x þ zjy;x þ w;xw;yÞ þ C16ðux;y þ zjx;y þ w2
;x=2Þ

þ C26ðuy;x þ zjy;x þ w2
;y=2Þ; ð13Þ

%sxz ¼ C44ðjx þ w;xÞ þ C45ðjy þ w;yÞ; ð14Þ

%syz ¼ C45ðjx þ w;xÞ þ C55ðjy þ w;yÞ: ð15Þ

Considering the equations of motion, the following initial stress resultants and material
parameters of n-layer laminated plate are defined:

Cij ¼
Z �ðn�1Þh=n

�h=2
Cij þ

Z �ðn�2Þh=n

�ðn�1Þh=n

Cij þ?þ
Z ðn�1Þh=n

ðn�2Þh=n

Cij þ
Z h=2

ðn�1Þh=n

Cij ;

ðAij;Bij ;DijÞ ¼
Z

Cijð1; z; z2Þ dz ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6Þ;

ðNij ;MijÞ ¼
Z

sijð1; zÞ dz ði; j ¼ x; y; zÞ;

I1 ¼
Z

r dz:

Here all the integral ranges are the whole thickness of the plate, i.e., from �h=2 to h=2: The Nij

and Mij are stresses and moment resultants, respectively, and Aij ; Bij and Dij are the extension,
extension–bending coupling and bending stiffness coefficients. The five governing equations can
be obtained by substituting Eqs. (11)–(15) into Eqs. (3)–(5) and then integrating the equations.
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These governing equations are as follows:

ðL1 þ N1 þ R1 þ R2Þ;x þ ðL5 þ N3 þ S1 þ S2Þ;y þ fx ¼ I1 .ux; ð16Þ

ðL5 þ N3 þ R3Þ;x þ ðL2 þ N2 þ S3Þ;y þ fy ¼ I1 .uy; ð17Þ

ðL6 þ N4 þ N5 þ R4Þ;x þ ðL7 þ N6 þ N7 þ S4Þ;y þ fz ¼ I1 .w; ð18Þ

ðL3 þ N8 þ R5 þ R6Þ;x þ ðL8 þ N10 þ S5 þ S6Þ;y � L6 � R8 þ mx ¼ I1 .jx; ð19Þ

ðL8 þ N10 þ R7Þ;x þ ðL4 þ N9 þ S7Þ;y � L7 � R9 þ my ¼ I1jy: ð20Þ

The coefficients of above equations are given in Appendix A. The five boundary traction
conditions for the x- and y-constant edges are derived by the same procedure as the governing
equations and they will be shown in the example problem.

4. Example problem

Here a simply supported laminated hybrid composite plate of uniform thickness h in a state of
initial stress is to be considered, as shown in Fig. 1. The state of initial stresses is

sxx ¼ sn þ 2zsm=h; ð21Þ

where sm and sn are taken to be constant and other initial stresses assumed to be zero. It is,
therefore, a composite of tensile (compressive) sn and bending stress sm:

Lateral loads and body forces are taken to be zero:

fx; fy; fz;mx;my ¼ 0:
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Fig. 1. A simply supported laminated hybrid composite plate with initial stress.
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The boundary conditions are, on the x ¼ 0 and a edges,

uy ¼ 0; w ¼ 0;

%Fxx þ DFxx ¼ L1 þ N1 þ R1 þ R2;

%Mxx þ DMxx ¼ L3 þ N8 þ R5 þ R6 ð22Þ

on the y ¼ 0 and b edges,

ux ¼ 0; w ¼ 0

%Fyy þ DFyy ¼ L2 þ N2 þ S3;

%Myy þ DMyy ¼ L4 þ N9 þ S7; ð23Þ

where

ð %Fii; %MiiÞ ¼
Z

%Pið1; zÞ dz

ðDFii;DMiiÞ ¼
Z

DPið1; zÞ dz:

%Pi is the applied surface tractions, D %Pi represents the changes of initial surface traction. The
following one-term fundamental mode shapes satisfy the boundary conditions Eqs. (22) and (23)

ux ¼ hUðtÞ cosðpx=aÞ sinðpy=bÞ;

uy ¼ hV ðtÞ sinðpx=aÞ cosðpy=bÞ;

w ¼ hW ðtÞ sinðpx=aÞ sinðpy=bÞ;

jx ¼ CxðtÞ cosðpx=aÞ sinðpy=bÞ;

jy ¼ CyðtÞ sinðpx=aÞ cosðpy=bÞ: ð24Þ

Substituting the assumed displacement fields of Eq. (24) into the equations of motion (16)–(20)
and solving the equations by Galerkin method, one obtains

C1;1U þ C1;2V þ C1;4Cx þ N�
1 W 2 ¼ .U; ð25Þ

C1;2U þ C2;2V þ C2;5Cy þ N�
2 W 2 ¼ .V; ð26Þ

C3;3W þ C3;4Cx þ C3;5Cy þ N�
3 UW þ N�

4 VW þ N�
5 W 3 ¼ .W; ð27Þ

C1;4U þ C3;4W þ C4;4Cx þ C4;5Cy þ N�
6 W 2 ¼ .Cx=12; ð28Þ

C2;5V þ C3;5W þ C4;5Cx þ C5;5Cy þ N�
7 W 2 ¼ .Cy=12: ð29Þ

The coefficients of above equations are given in Appendix B, and the shear correction factor
was introduced into C4;4 and C5;5 [28].

The equations are integrated by using the fourth order Runge–Kutta method with the non-
dimensional time step of 0.001. In each case, the initial conditions are chosen as

Uð0Þ ¼ Vð0Þ ¼ Cxð0Þ ¼ Cyð0Þ ¼ 0; W ð0Þ ¼ Wmax;

U;tð0Þ ¼ V;tð0Þ ¼ Cx;tð0Þ ¼ Cy;tð0Þ ¼ W;tð0Þ ¼ 0:
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The initial in-plane compressive (tensile) stress is included in the buckling coefficient K : If K is
positive, then the stress is tensile. The initial in-plane bending stress is included in b; when b ¼ 0
there is no initial bending stress. The non-linear frequency for one full cycle is measured as onl :
The linear frequency ol can be calculated by neglecting the non-linear terms in Eqs. (25)–(29).

5. Result and discussion

This study investigates the behavior of flexural mode in plate vibration. The non-linear
vibration behavior is described as the vibration frequency ratio of non-linear to linear, i.e., onl=ol :
The frequency ratio is affected by the vibration amplitude, material property and initial stress. To
verify the accuracy of present computer program, the frequency ratios with no initial stress are
studied first. The comparison for an isotropic plate with no initial stress was performed for
verification. The calculated frequency ratios at various values of Wmax were listed in Table 1.
Agreement can be seen when present results are compared to the results of Singh et al. [29] and
Sathymoorthy [4]. However, present results are little larger than Sathymoorthy’s and Singh’s
findings on high vibration amplitudes, and the difference in increases with respect to the increase
in vibration amplitude. It is owing to the neglect of some terms in Sathymoorthy’s and Singh’s
governing equations. If present method ignores the ð %sxxÞ;xw;x; ð %syyÞ;yw;y; ð %sxyÞ;yw;x; ð %sxyÞ;xw;y and
in-plane inertia terms, then it will be the same as Sathymoorthy’s. On the other hand, the
difference between present method and Singh’s is the higher order terms. The present formulas
were applied to glass epoxy and graphite epoxy plates with orthotropic properties. Table 2 shows
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Table 2

Comparison of frequency ratios of orthotropic square plate (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; K ¼ 0; b ¼ 0)

Wmax Glass fiber polymer Carbon fiber polymer

Singh’s results [8] Present results Singh’s results [8] Present results

0.3 1.0668 1.0692 1.0836 1.0885

0.6 1.2460 1.2517 1.3027 1.3159

0.9 1.4978 1.5049 1.6026 1.6224

1.2 1.7918 1.8134 1.9463 1.9714

1.5 2.1104 2.1415 2.3143 2.3470

Table 1

Comparison of frequency ratios of isotropic square plate (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; K ¼ 0; b ¼ 0)

Wmax Vibration frequency ratios

Singh’s results [29] Sathymoorthy’s results [4] Present results

0.2 1.023 1.028 1.033

0.4 1.090 1.104 1.129

0.6 1.192 1.220 1.280

0.8 1.321 1.364 1.453

1.0 1.468 1.527 1.658
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the results and it can be observed that the data are quite in agreement with Singh’s results [8]. The
frequency ratios of two-layer cross-ply and four-layer hybrid composite plates for various
vibration amplitudes are given in Table 3 and Fig. 2, respectively. Besides, Singh’s results [9], Lee’s
results [16] and the results of the classical plate equations obtained by simplifying the current plate
governing equations are also presented for comparison. It can be observed that the results agree
well with each other at all vibration amplitudes, and the vibration frequency ratio increases with
the vibration amplitude. However, present study includes the effects of transverse shear and
rotary inertia that are not considered in the classical theory. This makes the vibration frequency
ratio larger than the result of classical theory. The difference between present results and classical
plate theory results increases with the increasing of vibration amplitude. The accuracy of the
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Table 3

Comparison of frequency ratios of two layered cross-ply plate (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 80; E1=E2 ¼ 40; G12=E2 ¼ 0:5; u12 ¼
0:25; K ¼ 0; b ¼ 0)

Wmax Vibration frequency ratios

Singh’s results [9] Results of the classical plate equations Present results

0.3 1.0796 1.0762 1.0812

0.6 1.2867 1.2752 1.3019

0.9 1.5691 1.5534 1.6094

1.2 1.8933 1.8778 1.9418

1.5 2.2414 2.2299 2.2919

1.8 2.6040 2.6001 2.6715

2.1 2.9759 2.9787 3.1024

1.0 

1.2 

1.4 

1.6 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Wmax

Fig. 2. Comparison of frequency ratios of hybrid composite plate. (~: Lee’s result [16]; \: results of the classical plate

equations; m: present results.)
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proposed method for initially stressed plates can be ensured from the comparison in Table 4. The
linear frequencies of present method agree with those previously published [30] for an isotropic
plate sustaining a compressive stress ðK ¼ �2Þ:

Table 5 lists the material properties of the ingredients of laminated hybrid composite plates
investigated in this study. The ingredients and laminate stacking sequences of different laminated
hybrid composite plates are listed in Table 6. The vibration frequency ratios of various plates at
different vibration amplitudes are presented in Table 7. The effects of different ingredients on the
vibration frequency ratio can be observed. The vibration frequency ratios of aluminum carbon
fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) hybrid composite plates (plates A and B) are larger than those of
aluminum glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) hybrid composite plates (plates C and D). This
could be attributed to that the elastic modulus of CFRP is higher than that of GFRP. The effects
of laminate stacking sequences on the vibration frequency ratio can also be observed. The
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Table 4

Comparison of linear frequency of initial stressed isotropic plate (a=b ¼ 1; u12 ¼ 0:3; K ¼ �2; b ¼ 0)

a=h Linear frequency

Doong’s results [30] Present results

10 0.0634 0.0634

20 0.0167 0.0167

30 0.0075 0.0075

40 0.0043 0.0043

50 0.0027 0.0027

Table 5

Material properties of ingredients of laminated hybrid composite plates

E1 ðGPaÞ E2 ðGPaÞ G12 ðGPaÞ u12

Aluminum (Al) 72.0 72.0 28.0 0.33

CFRP 181.0 10.3 7.17 0.28

GFRP 38.6 8.27 4.14 0.26

Table 6

The ingredients and laminate stacking sequences of different laminated hybrid composite plates

Laminate stacking sequence Symmetry

Plate A Al=CFRPð0�Þ=CFRPð90�Þ=Al No

Plate B Al=CFRPð0�Þ=CFRPð0�Þ=Al Yes

Plate C Al=GFRPð0�Þ=GFRPð90�Þ=Al No

Plate D Al=GFRPð0�Þ=GFRPð0�Þ=Al Yes

Plate E CFRPð0�Þ=Al=Al=CFRPð90�Þ No

Plate F CFRPð0�Þ=Al=Al=CFRPð0�Þ Yes

C.-S. Chen, C.-P. Fung / Journal of Sound and Vibration 274 (2004) 1013–1029 1021



vibration frequency ratios of symmetric hybrid composite plates (plates B, D and F) are larger
than those of unsymmetric hybrid composite plates (plates A, C and E). However, for aluminum/
CFRP hybrid composite plates, the difference of vibration frequency ratios between unsymmetric
and symmetric hybrid composite plates (plates A and B; plates E and F) is significant. The
difference is quite small between unsymmetric and symmetric aluminum/GFRP hybrid composite
plates (plates C and D). On the other hand, the frequency ratios of plates E and F that aluminum
is stacked in the inner layers of laminated hybrid composite plate are larger than those of plates A
and B that aluminum is stacked at the outer surfaces.

Table 8 lists the vibration frequency ratios of various plates with an initial compressive stress at
different vibration amplitudes. It can be seen that the frequency ratios of plates with an initial
compressive stress are larger than those in Table 7 where plates are not subjected to an initial
stress. Besides, the frequency ratios of plate B are still larger than those of plates A, C and D
because plate B is composed of aluminum and high elastic modulus CFRP as well as
symmetrically stacked. The effects of initial stresses on the frequency ratios with various vibration
amplitudes are further examined in Fig. 3. It is observed that as compared with the plate with no
initial stress, an initial compressive stressed plate ðKo0Þ has larger frequency ratios while an
initial tensile stressed plate ðK > 0Þ has smaller results.

Fig. 4 depicts the effect of initial stress on the vibration frequency ratio for different plates.
The buckling coefficient is obtained when the inverse of frequency ratio approaches zero, i.e.,
ol=onl ¼ 0: It can be seen that the plates A and B has smaller absolute values of buckling
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Table 8

Comparison of vibration frequency ratios of various hybrid composite plates with an initial compressive stress at

different vibration amplitudes (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; K ¼ �2; b ¼ 0)

Wmax Vibration frequency ratios

Plate A Plate B Plate C Plate D

0.2 1.0462 1.1038 1.0384 1.0691

0.4 1.2624 1.3105 1.1533 1.1874

0.6 1.3231 1.6425 1.3343 1.3737

0.8 1.5945 1.9826 1.5616 1.6076

1.0 1.9094 2.3741 1.8173 1.8309

Table 7

Comparison of frequency ratios of various plates at different vibration amplitudes (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; K ¼ 0; b ¼ 0)

Wmax Vibration frequency ratios

Plate A Plate B Plate C Plate D Plate E Plate F

0.2 1.0105 1.0687 1.0100 1.0262 1.0486 1.1268

0.4 1.1052 1.1632 1.0790 1.0909 1.1410 1.3138

0.6 1.2285 1.2929 1.1738 1.1867 1.3812 1.5904

0.8 1.3824 1.4548 1.3007 1.3150 1.6924 1.9481

1.0 1.5778 1.6605 1.4479 1.4638 2.0238 2.3302
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coefficient than plates C and D have, although the elastic modulus of plates A and B is higher
than those of plates C and D.

Table 9 presents the effect of initial bending stress on the vibration frequency ratio. It can be
seen that bending stress increases the vibration frequency ratio, as compared with Table 8;
however, the effect is not very obvious at low bending stresses. Besides, as the initial bending
stress is included in the ratio of bending stress to uniform normal stress, i.e., b the larger the ratio
is, the larger the vibration frequency ratio is. However, if the effects of initial bending stresses on
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ω

Wmax

Fig. 3. The effects of initial stresses (~: K ¼ 2; \ K ¼ 0; m: K ¼ �2) on the frequency ratios of plate A (a=b ¼ 1;
a=h ¼ 10; b ¼ 0) at various vibration amplitudes.

K 

0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1 

-4 -3  -2 -1 0 1 2

ll n
ω

Fig. 4. The effect of initial stress on the vibration frequency ratio for different plates of a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; b ¼ 0:
(~: plate A; \: plate B; m: plate C; 	: plate D.)
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the vibration frequency ratio are further examined under different in-plane uniform normal
stresses, as shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the increase of bending stress has much less
influence on the frequency ratio under initial tensile stress.

6. Conclusion

Non-linear vibrating behaviors of initially stressed laminated hybrid composite plates have
been described and discussed. The preliminary results are summarized as follows:

(1) The plate vibration frequency ratios obtained from present study are larger than those from
the classical theory. It is due to the effects of transverse shear and rotary inertia that are not
considered in the classical theory.

(2) The vibration frequency ratio increases with the vibration amplitude and elastic modulus. The
vibration frequency ratios of aluminum/CFRP hybrid composite plates are larger than those
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Fig. 5. The effects of initial bending stresses (~: K ¼ 2; \: K ¼ �2) on the vibration frequency ratio of plate A

(a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; Wmax ¼ 1) under different in-plane uniform normal stresses.

Table 9

The effect of initial bending stress on the vibration frequency ratio (a=b ¼ 1; a=h ¼ 10; K ¼ �2; wmax ¼ 1)

b Vibration frequency ratios

Plate A Plate B Plate C Plate D

0 1.9094 2.3741 1.8173 1.8309

10 1.9515 2.3721 1.8260 1.8691

20 2.1562 2.3809 1.8452 1.8741

30 2.2116 2.3990 1.8779 1.8971

40 2.3230 2.4266 1.9226 1.9372

50 2.4167 2.4743 1.9816 1.9715
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of aluminum/GFRP hybrid composite plates as the elastic modulus of CFRP is higher than
that of GFRP.

(3) The laminate stacking sequence influences the vibration frequency ratio. The vibration
frequency ratios of symmetric hybrid composite plates are larger than those of unsymmetric
plates. The laminated plates that aluminum is stacked in the inner layers have larger
frequency ratios than those plates that aluminum is stacked at the outer surfaces.

(4) The plates laminated with higher elastic modulus material have smaller absolute values of
buckling coefficient.

(5) The larger the ratio of bending stress to uniform normal stress is, the larger the vibration
frequency ratio is under initial uniform compressive stress, but the bending stress almost does
not affect the frequency ratio under initial uniform tensile stress.

Appendix A

L1 ¼ A11ux;x þ A12uy;y þ A16ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ B11jx;x þ B12jy;y þ B16ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

L2 ¼ A12ux;x þ A22uy;y þ A26ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ B12jx;x þ B22jy;y þ B26ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

L3 ¼ B11ux;x þ B12uy;y þ B16ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ D11jx;x þ D12jy;y þ D16ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

L4 ¼ B12ux;x þ B22uy;y þ B26ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ D12jx;x þ D22jy;y þ D26ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

L5 ¼ A16ux;x þ A26uy;y þ A66ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ B16jx;x þ B26jy;y þ B66ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

L6 ¼ A45ðw;y þ jyÞ þ A55ðw;x þ jxÞ;

L7 ¼ A44ðw;y þ jyÞ þ A45ðw;x þ jxÞ;

L8 ¼ B16ux;x þ B26uy;y þ B66ðux;y þ uy;xÞ þ D16jx;x þ D26jy;y þ D66ðjx;y þ jy;xÞ;

N1 ¼ A11w2
;x=2þ A12w2

;y=2þ A16w;xw;y;

N2 ¼ A12w2
;x=2þ A22w2

;y=2þ A26w;xw;y;

N3 ¼ A16w2
;x=2þ A26w2

;y=2þ A66w;xw;y;

N4 ¼ ðL1 þ N1Þw;x;

N5 ¼ ðL5 þ N3Þw;x;

N6 ¼ ðL2 þ N2Þw;y;

N7 ¼ ðL5 þ N3Þw;y;

N8 ¼ B11w2
;x=2þ B12w2

;y=2þ B16w;xw;y;

N9 ¼ B12w2
;x=2þ B22w2

;y=2þ B26w;xw;y;

N10 ¼ B16w2
;x=2þ B26w2

;y=2þ B66w;xw;y;

R1 ¼ Nxxux;x þ Mxxjx;x;

R2 ¼ Nxyux;y þ Mxyjx;y þ Nxzuz;x;
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R3 ¼ Nxxuy;x þ Mxxjy;x þ Nxyuy;y þ Mxyjy;y þ Nxzuz;y;

R4 ¼ Nxxw;x þ Nxyw;y;

R5 ¼ Mxxux;x;

R6 ¼ Mxyux;y þ Mxzuz;x;

R7 ¼ Mxxuy;x þ Mxyuy;y þ Mxzuz;y;

R8 ¼ Nxzux;x þ Mxzjx;x þ Nzzjx þ Nzyux;y þ Mzyjx;y;

R9 ¼ Nxzuy;x þ Mxzjy;x þ Nzzjyx þ Nzyuy;y þ Mzyjy;y;

S1 ¼ Nyyux;y þ Myyjx;y;

S2 ¼ Nxyux;x þ Mxyjx;x þ Nyzuz;x;

S3 ¼ Nyyuy;y þ Myyjy;y þ Nxyuy;x þ Mxyjy;x þ Nxzuz;y;

S4 ¼ Nxyw;x þ Nyyw;y;

S5 ¼ Myyux;y;

S6 ¼ Mxyux;x þ Myzuz;x;

S7 ¼ Myyuy;y þ Mxyuy;x þ Mxzuz;y;

fx ¼
Z h=2

�h=2
ð %Xx þ DXxÞ dz þ sþzx � s�zx;

fy ¼
Z h=2

�h=2
ð %Xy þ DXyÞ dz þ sþzy � s�zy;

fz ¼
Z h=2

�h=2
ð %Xz þ DXzÞ dz þ ðsþzx � s�zxÞw;x þ ðsþzy � s�zyÞw;y þ sþzz � s�zz;

mx ¼
Z h=2

�h=2
ð %Xx þ DXxÞz dz þ hðsþzx � s�zxÞ=2;

my ¼
Z h=2

�h=2
ð %Xy þ DXyÞz dz þ hðsþzy � s�zyÞ=2:

Appendix B

C1;1 ¼ �ð12þ A66h2R2=D11 þ FKÞ;

C1;2 ¼ �ðA12h2 þ A66h2ÞR=D11;

C1;4 ¼ �ðB11 þ B66R2Þh=D11 þ bFK=6;

C1;5 ¼ �ðB12 þ B66ÞhR=D11;

C2;2 ¼ �ðA66 þ A22R2Þh2=D11;
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C2;4 ¼ C1;5; C2;5 ¼ C1;4;

C3;3 ¼ �ðA55h2=D11 þ A44h2R2=D11 þ FKÞ;

C3;4 ¼ �A55h2r=ðpD11Þ; C3;5 ¼ �A44h2Rr=ðpD11Þ;

C4;4 ¼ �ð1þ D66R2=D11 þ A55h2r2=ðp2D11Þ þ FK=12Þ;

C4;5 ¼ A13h2r=ðpD11Þ � ðD12 þ D66ÞR=D11;

C5;5 ¼ �ðD66=D11 þ D22R2=D11 þ A44h2r2=ðp2D11Þ þ FK=12Þ;

F ¼ p2R2=r2; K ¼ Nxxb2=hD11; t ¼ tðp2D11=rh3a2Þ1=2;

R ¼ a=b; r ¼ a=h; b ¼ sm=sn;

N�
1 ¼ 16=ð9p2rD11Þð�2A11h2 þ A12h2R2 � A66h2R2Þ;

N�
2 ¼ 16=ð9prD11Þð�A66h2R þ A12h2R � 2A22h2R3Þ;

N�
3 ¼ �N�

1 =p; N�
4 ¼ 2N�

2 ;

N�
5 ¼ �p2=ð32r2D11Þð9A11h2 þ 2A12h2R2 þ 4A66h2R4 þ 9A22h2R4Þ;

N�
6 ¼ 16=ð9p2rD11Þð�2B11h2 þ B12h2R2 � B66h2R2Þ;

N�
7 ¼ 16=ð9prD11Þð�B66h2R þ B12h2R � 2B22h2R3Þ:

Appendix C. Nomenclature

Aij;Bij ;Dij stiffness of plate
Cij stiffness coefficients of stress–strain relations

%ui displacements of plate in x; y; z directions
ux; uy;w displacements of plate ðz ¼ 0Þ in x; y; z directions
jx;jy rotations of plate in x; y directions
I1 the inertia coefficients of plate
a; b dimensions of plate in x; y directions
h plate thickness
R aspect ratio, R ¼ a=b
r thickness ratio, r ¼ a=h

Wmax non-dimensional vibration amplitude, Wmax ¼ w=h
Nij;Mij initial stress resultants
%Pi;DPi the applied surface traction and perturbing surface traction
sm in-plane bending stress
sn in-plane uniform normal stress
b ratio of bending stress to uniform normal stress, b ¼ sm=sn

K non-dimensional buckling coefficient, K ¼ Nxxb2=hD11

t non-dimensional time, t ¼ tðp2D11=rh3a2Þ
ol non-dimensional linear frequency
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onl non-dimensional non-linear frequency
E1;E2 Young’s modulus in layer material directions
G12;G23 shear modulus with respect to layer material directions
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